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Abstract. In hyperelliptic curve cryptography, finding a suitable hy-
perelliptic curve is an important fundamental problem. One of necessary
conditions is that the order of its Jacobian is a product of a large prime
number and a small number. In the paper, we give a probabilistic poly-
nomial time algorithm to test whether the Jacobian of the given hyperel-
liptic curve of the form Y 2 = X5 +uX3 +vX satisfies the condition and,
if so, gives the largest prime factor. Our algorithm enables us to generate
random curves of the form until the order of its Jacobian is almost prime
in the above sense. A key idea is to obtain candidates of its zeta function
over the base field from its zeta function over the extension field where
the Jacobian splits.
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1 Introduction

In (hyper)elliptic curve cryptography, point counting algorithms are very im-
portant to exclude the weak curves. For elliptic curves over finite fields, the SEA
algorithm (see Schoof[29] and Elkies[8]) runs in polynomial time (with respect to
input size). In case that the characteristic of the coefficient field is small, there are
even faster algorithms based on the p-adic method (see e.g. Vercauteren[32] for a
comprehensive survey). The p-adic method gives quite efficient point counting al-
gorithms for higher dimensional objects, e.g. Kedlaya[17], Lercier and Lubicz[21],
Lauder[18]. However, so far, there is no known efficient practical algorithm for
hyperelliptic curves of genus two in case that the characteristic of the coefficient
field is large.

In theory, Pila[25] generalized the Schoof algorithm to a point counting al-
gorithm for Abelian varieties over finite fields. Nevertheless, a practical imple-
mentation is not done even for the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curves of genus two.
Current implementations for crypto size curves more or less contain the BSGS
process, hence the running time grows exponentially. For crypto size implemen-
tations, see Matsuo, Chao and Tsujii[22], Gaudry and Schost[13].

⋆ The work was supported by the Grant-in-Aid for the Scientific Research (B)
18340005.



On the other hand, Furukawa, Kawazoe and Takahashi[11] gives an explicit
formula for the order of Jacobians of curves of type Y 2 = X5 + aX where
a ∈ F×

p . However, there are, at most, only 8 isomorphism classes over Fp among
these curves for each prime p. Their method relies on the binomial expansion of
X5 + aX. The idea was generalized to hyperelliptic curves over prime fields of
the form Y 2 = X5 + a (ibid.) and Y 2 = X2k+1 + aX in Haneda, Kawazoe and
Takahashi[14]. Recently, Anuradha[2] obtained similar formulae for non-prime
fields. But their method seems to be applicable only to binomials in X.

In this paper, we consider an intermediate case: our curve is in a certain
special form but not as special as was considered in the above papers and time
complexity to test one curve is of probabilistic polynomial time. More specifi-
cally, we give an algorithm to test whether the order of the Jacobian of a given
hyperelliptic curve of genus two in the form Y 2 = X5 + uX3 + vX has a large
prime factor. If so, the algorithm output the prime factor. Moreover, under a
certain circumstance (see Remark 4), our algorithm determines the group order
itself.

The order of the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curves Y 2 = X(X2n + uXn + v)
over a prime field are already studied by Leprévost and Morain[20]. In case of
n = 2, they gave some explicit formulae for the order of the Jacobian in terms of
certain modular functions, whose evaluations are computationally feasible only
for special combinations of u and v.

Our method is totally different from the preceding point counting works.
Let p ≥ 5 be a prime and let q be a power of p. Let C/Fq : Y 2 = X5 +
uX3+vX be an arbitrary (in view of cryptographic application, randomly) given
hyperelliptic curve. We do not require q = p, which implies that our algorithm
can be applicable hyperelliptic curves over so-called optimal extension fields. We
now observe a key idea of our method. Put r = q4. We denote the Jacobian
variety of C by J , which is an Abelian variety of dimension two defined over Fq.
Now J is isogenous over Fr to a product of an elliptic curve defined over Fr.
Hence the (one dimensional part of) zeta function of J as an Abelian variety
over Fr is a square of the zeta function of the elliptic curve, which is computed
by the SEA algorithm. On the other hand, we have some relation between the
zeta function of J over Fr and over Fq. This gives (at most 26) possible orders
of J(Fq). For each candidate, we first check that the order is not weak for
cryptographic use, that is, the order is a product of a small positive integer
and a large prime. If the curve is weak, we stop here. (Note that, if the curve
passes the test, its Jacobian is simple over Fq.) Then, we take random points
of J(Fq) to see whether the prime actually divides #J(Fq). Our algorithm runs
in probabilistic polynomial time in log q. In order to find a hyperelliptic curve
suitable for cryptography, we repeat the process with randomly given u and v
until we obtain a curve with desired properties.

In the case of characteristics two, Hess, Seroussi and Smart[15] proposed an
algorithm to construct a verifiably random hyperelliptic curve in a certain family
which is suitable for a hyperelliptic cryptosystem. The efficiency of their algo-
rithm in case of large characteristics is not clear. As to products of elliptic curves,
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Scholten[28] constructs a hyperelliptic curve of genus two for odd prime fields
whose Jacobian is isogenous to the Weil restriction of elliptic curves. Both of the
works start with elliptic curves while our algorithm starts with the hyperelliptic
curve Y 2 = X5 + uX3 + vX where u and v are given.

Recently Sutherland[30] proposed an algorithm based on a generic group
model to produce Abelian varieties from random hyperelliptic curves. When
applied to curves of genus two, its running time is quite practical but its heuristic
time complexity is of sub-exponential. Although these two algorithms[15], [30]
take random input data, it is highly non-trivial to observe distribution of output
of the algorithm. In case of our algorithm, it is obvious that our algorithm
generates each curve of type Y 2 = X5 + uX3 + vX, suitable to cryptography
with equal probability if we generate random u and v uniformly.

In case that p ≡ 3 mod 4, the Jacobian has complex multiplications by
√
−1

for all u and v (as long as the curve is actually a hyperelliptic curve). This
fact can be used to make scalar multiplication faster by the Gallant, Lambert
and Vanstone algorithm[12]. We can also take advantage of real multiplications
with efficient evaluations (if any) due to Takashima[31]. However we also note
that such an efficient endomorphism also speeds up solving discrete log problems
Duurasma, Gaudry and Morain[7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some
facts on arithmetic properties of the Jacobian varieties. In Section 3, we give an
explicit formula of the elliptic curve whose product is isogenous to the Jacobian
of a given hyperelliptic curve of the above form. In Section 4, we show how to
retrieve possible orders of the Jacobian via the decomposition obtained in the
preceding section. In Section 5, we state our algorithm and observe its compu-
tational complexity. In Section 6, we give an illustrative numerical example.

Throughout the paper, we let p be a prime greater than or equal to 5 and q
a power of p. We put r = q4.

Acknowledgments. The major part of the work is performed during the au-
thor visited Prof. Steven Galbraith at Royal Holloway University. The author
would like to thank their hospitality during his stay. He also would like to thank
Steven Galbraith, Frederik Vercauteren, Florian Hess, Tanja Lange, and Kat-
suyuki Takashima for their comments on earlier versions of the manuscript.

2 Some properties of the Jacobian varieties

We summarize arithmetic properties of the Jacobian varieties used in the
later sections. See the surveys Milne[23], [24] for more descriptions.

Let A/Fq be an Abelian variety of dimension d. The (one dimensional part
of the) zeta function ZA(T,Fq) is a characteristic polynomial of the q-th power
Frobenius map on Vl(A) = Tl(A) ⊗Zl

Ql where l is a prime different from p
and Tl(A) is the l-adic Tate module. It known that ZA(T,Fq) ∈ Z[T ] with
deg ZA(T,Fq) = 2d and that it is independent of choice of l. It holds that

#A(Fq) = ZA(1,Fq). (1)
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Let
∏2d

i=1(T − zi,q) be the factorization of ZA(T,Fq) in C[T ]. Permuting indices
if necessary, we may assume that

z1,qz2,q = q, . . . , z2d−1,qz2d,q = q. (2)

Let n ∈ N and put s = qn. Since the s-th power map is the n-times iteration of
the q-th power map, we see

{z1,s, z2,s, . . . , z2d,s} = {zn
1,q, z

n
2,q, . . . , z

n
2d,q} (3)

including multiplicity. It holds that |zi,s| =
√

s.
In case that A is isogenous to A1 × A2 over Fq, we have Vl(A) ∼= Vl(A1) ⊕

Vl(A2) as Gal(Fq/Fq)-modules. Hence

ZA(T,Fq) = ZA1
(T,Fq)ZA2

(T,Fq). (4)

Let E/Fq be an elliptic curve, which is an Abelian variety of dimension 1
over Fq. The above items translate to the well known formula

ZE(T,Fq) = T 2 − tT + q

with |t| ≤ 2
√

q where t = q + 1 − #E(Fq).
Let C/Fq be a hyperelliptic curve of genus two and let J be its Jacobian

variety, which is an Abelian variety of dimension two defined over Fq. Let z1,q,
. . ., z4,q be the roots of ZJ(T,Fq) arranged as (2). We see

ZJ(T,Fq) = T 4 − aqT
3 + bqT

2 − qaqT + q2 (5)

where

aq =

4
∑

i=1

zi,q, bq =

3
∑

i=1

4
∑

j=i+1

zi,qzj,q.

We note |aq| ≤ 4
√

q and |bq| ≤ 24q. We will also use the Hasse-Weil bound

(
√

q − 1)4 ≤ #JC(Fq) ≤ (1 +
√

q)4. (6)

3 Decomposition of the Jacobian

In this section, we give an explicit formula of an elliptic curve whose product
is isogenous to the Jacobian of the hyperelliptic curves of our object. Such an
decomposition has been more or less known, e.g. Leprévost and Morain[20],
Cassel and Flynn[5, Chap. 14], and Frey and Kani[9]. Here we derive a formula
which is ready to implement our method.

Let C : Y 2 = X5 + uX3 + vX be a hyperelliptic curve where u ∈ Fq and
v ∈ F×

q . We denote the Jacobian variety of C by J . There are α, β ∈ F×
r such

that
X5 + uX3 + vX = X(X2 − α2)(X2 − β2).
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We choose and fix s ∈ F×
q8 satisfying s2 = αβ. In fact, s ∈ F×

r since s4 = α2β2 =

v ∈ F×
q . It is straightforward to verify

X2 + (α + β)X + αβ = A(X + s)2 + B(X − s)2

X2 − (α + β)X + αβ = B(X + s)2 + A(X − s)2

where

A =
1

2

(

1 +
α + β

2s

)

,

B =
1

2

(

1 − α + β

2s

)

.

Then

X4 + uX2 + v = (X2 − α2)(X2 − β2) = (X + α)(X + β)(X − α)(X − β)

= AB

(

(X + s)4 +

(

B

A
+

A

B

)

(X + s)2(X − s)2 + (X − s)4
)

,

X =
1

4s

(

(X + s)2 − (X − s)2
)

.

Define E1/Fr and E2/Fr by

E1 : Y 2 = δ(X − 1)(X2 − γX + 1)

E2 : Y 2 = −δ(X − 1)(X2 − γX + 1)

where

δ =
AB

4s
= − (α − β)2

64s3
, (7)

γ = −
(

B

A
+

A

B

)

= 2(α2 + 6αβ + β2)/(α − β)2. (8)

Then, we have two covering maps ϕi : C → Ei defined over Fr by

ϕ1(x, y) =

(

(

x + s

x − s

)2

,
y

(x − s)3

)

,

ϕ2(x, y) =

(

(

x − s

x + s

)2

,
y

(x + s)3

)

.

They induce maps ϕ∗
i : Div(Ei) → Div(C) and ϕi∗ : Div(C) → Div(Ei).

They again induce maps (which are also denoted by) ϕ∗
i : Pic0(Ei) (∼= E) →

Pic0(C) (∼= J) and ϕi∗ : J → Ei. We note ϕi∗ ◦ ϕ∗
i is the multiplication by 2

map on Ei. Therefore J is isogenous to E1 × E2.
Since 2|[Fr : Fp] and p ≥ 5, both E1 and E2 are isomorphic to the following

elliptic curve in the short Weierstrass from:

E : Y 2 = X3 − (γ − 2)(γ + 1)

3
δ2X − (γ − 2)2(2γ + 5)

27
δ3. (9)
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Eventually, J is isogenous to E × E over Fr. Using (4), we conclude

ZJ(T,Fr) = ZE(T,Fr)
2. (10)

4 Computing possible order of the Jacobian

In this section, we consider how to obtain ZJ(T,Fq) from ZJ(T,Fr). Actually,
this is quite elementary.

Let z1,q, . . ., z4,q be the roots of ZJ(T,Fq) arranged as (2). Put sn =
∑4

i=1 zn
i,q

with a convention s0 = 4. Then

s1 = aq,

s2 = a2
q − 2bq,

s3 = a3
q − 3aqbq + 3qaq

and
si = aqsi−1 − bqsi−2 + qaqsi−3 − q2si−4

for i ≥ 4. In particular, we obtain

s4 = a4
q − 4(bq − q)a2

q + 2b2
q − 4q2,

s8 = a8
q − 8(bq − q)a6

q + (20b2
q − 32qbq + 4q2)a4

q

+(−16b3
q + 24qb2

q + 16q2bq − 16q3)a2
q + 2b4

q − 8q2b2
q + 4q4.

Recall that r = q4. Hence ar = s4 and

br = (s2
4 − s8)/2 = 2q2a4

q + (−4qb2
q + 8q2bq − 8q3)a2

q + b4
q − 4q2b2

q + 6q4.

Recall that J is isogenous to E ×E over Fr where E is defined by (9). Let t be
the trace of r-th Frobenius map on E. Then, ZE(T,Fr) = T 2 − tT + r. Thus
(10) gives

T 4 − arT
3 + brT

2 − · · · = T 4 − 2tT 3 + (2r + t2)T 2 + · · · ,

that is

0 = a4
q − 4(bq − q)a2

q + 2b2
q − 4q2 − 2t, (11)

0 = 2q2a4
q + (−4qb2

q + 8q2bq − 8q3)a2
q + b4

q − 4q2b2
q + 6q4 − (2q4 + t2).

Eliminating bq by computing a resultant of the above two polynomials, we obtain

a16
q − 32qa14

q + (368q2 − 8t)a12
q + (−1920q3 + 64tq)a10

q

+(4672q4 + 64tq2 − 112t2)a8
q + (−5120q5 − 1024tq3 + 768t2q)a6

q

+(2048q6 + 1024tq4 − 512t2q2 − 256t3)a4
q = 0. (12)

This yields at most 13 possible values for aq. Note that aq is an integer satisfying
|aq| ≤ 4

√
q. In order to find integer solutions of aq, we choose any prime l
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satisfying l > 8
√

q and factorize the above formula in Fl. We only need linear
factors. For each Fl-root, we check whether it is a genuine root in characteristics
zero and its absolute value does not exceed 4

√
q. For each possible aq, we easily

obtain at most two possible values of bq satisfying the above equations. Thus,
we have obtained at most 26 candidates for #J(Fq).

Remark 1. In oder to solve (12), one might think of the following way: first we
choose a some prime λ (≈ 100, say). Then we factorize (12) over Fλ, and lift
the solutions to Z/λnZ where λn > 8

√
q. By this method, one might think that

search for a large prime l is unnecessary. A problem is that there is no simple
way to ensure different solutions of (12) have different reductions modulo λ, so
that all roots in Z are correctly recovered from modulo λn solutions. Even after
factoring out the trivial root aq = 0 whose multiplicity is four, (12) might have
multiple roots and hence its discriminant might be zero. One might think that
first perform square-free decomposition and search for a small prime which does
not divide the discriminant of square free part of (12). Still the bit complexity of
a square-free decomposition of a univariate polynomial over Z can be very large
due to gcd computations and its upper bound is not clear. On the other hand,
as we will see in the next section, we can rigorously bound a bit complexity of
our algorithm. This is the reason why we use a prime l > 8

√
q.

5 The algorithm and its complexity

In this section, we analyze a time computational complexity of our algorithm.
First, we state our method in a pseudo-code. Then, we show our algorithm
terminates in probabilistic polynomial time in log q. We denote the identity
element of J by 0 in the following.

In addition to the coefficients of hyperelliptic curve C, we give two more data
”cofactor bound” M and a set of ”test points” D, which is any subset of J(Fq)
satisfying #D > M .

In order that the discrete logarithm problem on J(Fq) is not vulnerable to
the Pohlig-Hellman attack[26], #J(Fq) must be a large prime (at least 160 bit in
practice). We request that the largest prime factor is greater than #J(Fq)/M ,
which ensures that the factor is greater than (

√
q − 1)4/M . In the following

algorithm, M must be less than (
√

q − 1)2. In practice, M < 28 (at most) in
view of efficiency of group operation. So, building up D is easy for such small
M .

Algorithm 1.

Input: Coefficients u, v ∈ Fq in C : Y 2 = X5 + uX3 + vX,
a cofactor bound M ∈ N satisfying M < (

√
q − 1)2,

a subset D of J(Fq) satisfying #D > M .
Output: The largest prime factor of #J(Fq) if it is greater than #J(Fq)/M .
Otherwise, False.
Procedure:

1: Let α0, β0 be the solution of x2 + ux + v = 0.
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2: Find α and β satisfying α2 = α0, β2 = β0.
3: Compute δ and γ by (7) and (8), respectively.
4: Compute #E(Fr) by the SEA algorithm and put t = 1 + r − #E(Fr).
5: Find a prime l satisfying 8

√
q < l ≤ q.

6: Find solutions of (12) modulo l.
7: for each solution τ do:
8: Lift τ ∈ Fl to aq ∈ Z so that |aq| ≤ 4

√
q.

9: if aq is even then
10: for each integer solution bq of (11) satisfying |bq| ≤ 24q do:
11: L = 1 − aq + bq − qaq + q2 /* cf. (1), (5) */
12: if (

√
q − 1)4 ≤ L ≤ (

√
q + 1)4 then /* cf. (6) */

13: Find the largest divisor d of L less than M .
14: L′ = L/d
15: if (L′ is prime) then
16: Find a point P ∈ D such that dP 6= 0.
17: if LP = 0, then output L′ and stop.
18: endif
19: endif /* L satisfies the Hasse-Weil bound */
20: endfor /* bq */
21: endif
22: endfor /* τ */
23: Output False and stop.

Remark 2. Actually, in the SEA algorithm in Step 4, we obtain t before we
obtain #E(Fq).

Remark 3. Instead of giving a set D by listing all points, we can specify D by
some conditions and we generate elements of D during execution of the above
procedure. In the implementation used in the next section, the author used

D = {[P ] + [Q] − 2[∞] : P, Q ∈ C(Fq) − {∞}, PX 6= QX}
where ∞ is the point at infinity of C (not J) and the subscript X stands for the
X-coordinate. Then, #D ≈ O(q2). It is easy to generate a uniformly random
point of D in probabilistic polynomial time.

Remark 4. In case that d ≤
√

q

8
− 1

2
(which always holds when M ≤

√
q

8
− 1

2
),

the value of L at Step 17 gives #J(Fq). The reason is as follows. Observe that
(

x

8
− 1

2

)

((x + 1)4 − (x − 1)4) < (x − 1)4

for x ∈ R. Thus

L′ ≥ (
√

q − 1)4

d
≥ (

√
q − 1)4

√
q

8
− 1

2

> (
√

q + 1)4 − (
√

q − 1)4.

Hence, there is only one multiple of L′ in the Hasse-Weil bound (6), which must
be #J(Fq).
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Remark 5. As we will see (13) below, there exist at least Ω(q/ log q) primes l
satisfying 8

√
q < l < q. Thus, average number of primality tests to find l in

Step 5 is O(log q). In an actual implementation, we may search for a prime
by testing odd number greater than 8

√
q one by one. Primality tests can be

performed by a deterministic polynomial time algorithm by Agrawal, Kayal and
Saxena[1]. If we admit the generalized Riemann hypothesis, we can use simple,
much faster deterministic algorithm due to Lehmann[19] together with Bach’s
bound[3]. Since our main interest is in hyperelliptic cryptography, we do not go
into complexity arguments on primality tests further.

Theorem 1. Let M < (
√

q − 1)2 be fixed. Then Algorithm 1 terminates in
probabilistic polynomial time in log q (with respect to the bit operations). In case
that #J(Fq) is divisible by a prime greater than (

√
q − 1)4/M , Algorithm 1

returns the largest prime factor of #J(Fq).

Proof. Note that t, q, aq and bq are integers. Hence aq must be even by (11).
This explains Step 9. If we reach Step 16, we have, as an Abelian group,

J(Fq) ∼= G ⊕ (Z/L′Z)

where G is an Abelian group of order d. Since gcd(d, L′) = 1, there are at most
d points Q ∈ J(Fq) satisfying dQ = 0. Since #D > M , we can find P at Step
16 by testing at most M elements in D. Note #J(Fq) ≥ (

√
q − 1)4. Therefore,

L′ ≥ #J(Fq)

M
≥ #J(Fq)

(
√

q − 1)2
≥
√

#J(Fq).

Since L′ is a prime, it must be the largest prime factor of #J(Fq), which com-
pletes the proof of correctness of the algorithm.

Now we consider computational complexity. Note that a bit size of any vari-
ables appearing in Algorithm 1 is bounded by c log q where c is a constant de-
pending only on M and the primality test algorithm used in Step 5. Thus we
have only to show that, instead of the number of bit operations, the number of
arithmetic operations performed in Algorithm 1 is bounded by a polynomial in
log q. For a positive real number x, put θ(x) =

∑

l≤x θ(x) as usual where l runs
over primes less than x. By Chebyshev’s theorem[6], there exist constants C1

and C2 such that

Kx − C1

√
x log x < θ(x) <

6

5
Kx

for all x > C2 where K = log 21/231/351/5

301/30
(= 0.921...). Let ν(q) be the number of

primes l satisfying 8
√

q < l ≤ q. Then

ν(q) log q ≥
∑

8
√

q<l≤q

log l = θ(q) − θ(8
√

q)

and thus
ν(q) ≥ K

q

log q
− C3

√
q for q > C4 (13)
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with some C3, C4 > 0. Therefore, if we test random odd numbers between 8
√

q
and q to find l, an average number of primality tests in Step 5 is less than
log q
2K

(

1 + 2C3 log q
K

√
q

)

for all q > C4. In Steps 1, 2 and 6, we need to factorize

univariate polynomials over Fr or Fl. However, the degree of polynomials to be
factored is either 2 or 13. Hence the Cantor-Zassenhaus factorization[4] factor-
izes them in probabilistic polynomial time. The SEA algorithm (even Schoof’s
algorithm alone) runs in polynomial time. Summing up, we obtain our asser-
tions. ⊓⊔

Remark 6. We need further tests for suitability to hyperelliptic curve cryptosys-
tem. These includes (but not limited to) the following conditions. The minimal
embedding degree (in the sense of Hitt[16]) should not be too small to avoid
multiplicative DLP reduction by Frey and Rück[10]. If M is close to (

√
q − 1)2

by some reason, the largest prime must not be p to avoid additive DLP reduction
by Rück[27].

6 A numerical example

We give an illustrative example of our algorithm. We set M = 16. Let q =
p = 509 and consider C : Y 2 = X5 + 3X3 + 7X. Then, Fr = Fp(θ) where
θ4 + 2 = 0. For simplicity, we write an element µ3θ

3 + µ2θ
2 + µ1θ + µ0 of Fr as

[µ3 µ2 µ1 µ0]. Then we have α = [193 0 90 0], β = [67 0 396 0], s = [0 0 427 0],
δ = [480 0 21 0] and γ = [0 56 0 17]. Hence the short Weierstrass form of E is

Y 2 = X3 + [0 370 0 73]X + [293 0 464 0].

An elliptic curve point counting algorithm gives t = 126286. We take l = 191.
Then, (12) in this example is

a16
q − 16288a14

q + 94331520a12
q − 249080786944a10

q + 313906268606464a8
q

−185746793889398784a6
q + 41664329022490804224a4

q = 0.

Reducing modulo l, we obtain

0 = aq
16 + 138aq

14 + 58aq
12 + 46aq

10 + 63aq
8 + 94aq

6 + 136aq
4

= (aq
2 + 56aq + 170)(aq

2 + 135aq + 170)(aq
2 + 150)2(aq + 28)2(aq + 163)2aq

4

where aq is the reduction of aq modulo l. Hence aq = −28, 0, 28. In case of
aq = −28, Eq. (11) is b2

q − 784bq + 460992 = 0. Thus bq = 1176, 392. The
former values gives L = 274538 = 11 · 24958 and 24958 is apparently not prime.
Similarly, the case bq = 392 gives L = 273754 = 13 · 21058. In case of aq = 0,
Eq. (11) does not have an integer solution. Finally, we consider the case aq = 28.
The equation (and hence the solution) for bq is the same as that for aq = −28.
Now bq = 1176 gives L = 245978 = 2 · 122989 and 122989 = 29 · 4241 is not
prime. But in the case of bq = 392, we obtain L = 245194 = 2 · 122597 and
122597 is prime. Take P = (X2 + 286X + 46, 347X + 164) ∈ J(Fp) written in

10



the Mumford representation. Then, 2P = (X2 +365X +23, 226X +240) 6= 0 but
LP = 0. Thus, 122597 is the largest prime divisor of #J(Fp). In this example,

we also conclude #J(Fp) = 245194 because d = 2 ≤
√

509
8

− 1
2

= 2.32...

7 Conclusion

We presented an efficient algorithm to test whether a given hyperelliptic curve
Y 2 = X5 +uX3 +vX over Fq is suitable or not and if suitable, the largest prime
divisor of the number of Fq-rational points of the Jacobian of the curve. This
enables us to use a randomly generated hyperelliptic curve in the form which is
supposed to be suitable for hyperelliptic curve cryptography.

Although our family of curves is far more general than the curves given by
binomials, it is still in some special form. Whether our family of curves has a
weakness specific to them is open.
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